
                    
 
 
Tillman Domotics is an exciting new home technology 
specialist offering seamlessly managed packages of 
advice, design, supply, installation and aftercare, yet with   
the benefit of a team with years of quality experience 
 
 
 
When Matthew Tillman and Matt Symons set up Tillman Domotics in October 
2010 their aim was to redefine home automation. ‘We call our services Domotics,’ says 
director Matthew Tillman, ‘because we wanted to clarify and sharpen what it means to provide 
audio-visual integration for the home.’ 
  ‘In the last 10 to 20 years there has been an explosion of demand for home technology as 
well as a bewildering choice of AV system integration companies. We saw a gap for a more 
service-orientated specialist that provides the best possible care for the client.’ 
   Drawing on a wealth of experience in the industry, Matthew and Matt have between them 
20 years of knowledge working for pioneering home automation and technology firms. Their 
staff at Tillman Domotics also have a vast pool of knowledge in system design, equipment 
selection, programming, installation and that difficult-to-acquire sense of what really is best for 
the client. In fact, much of their new surveying work comes from clients who have been 
disappointed with a competitor’s poorly designed and executed installation.   
  Focusing on residential projects from £20,000 to £1 million and upwards as well as super-
yacht new builds and refits and boutique commercial work such as the recent cutting-edge 
installation at Rizon Jet’s FB0/ VIP Terminal at Biggin Hill, Tillman Domotics pledges to take 
the headache out of technology for its interior design and architect clients as well as the end-
user. Life has changed and the way we use technology is probably the major factor in that 
change. Tillman Domotics is your trustworthy home automation specialist, always ensuring 
that their installations are as future ready as they can possibly be.  
 
 
Tillman Domotics systems can include: 
* home cinema  
* audio & visual systems 
* lighting, blind and curtain control 
* telephone, data and TV distribution infrastructure 
* access control, intercom and video entry systems 
* intruder alarm, fire alarm and CCTV interfaces 
* control of third party systems 
* remote monitoring & UPS backup 
* navigation (for yachts) 
 
 
 
 

Tillman Domotics, 8 Square Rigger Row, Plantation Wharf, Battersea, SW11 3TZ.  
www.tillmandomotics.com. Tel: 020 7078 9302. 
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